
KS2 Repton Manor Primary School Curriculum Home Learning

Year: 4
Curriculum Theme: Creativity and Collaboration
Current Topic (s):We Built This City
All core subject Home Learning activities will be set each Friday. Your child’s spelling test will take place on
Thursday. Home learning books will be collected on Thursday and returned to your child on Friday.

Reading Writing (GPS) Maths
Read with an adult every night for
at least 20 minutes if you are a free
reader.

Practise spellings every night. Write
your spelling in a sentence. This will
develop knowledge of word
meaning and sentence structure.

Please see the spelling strategies
sheet for more information.

Practise your times tables regularly.

Mathletics is also available.

Project based Home Learning
Complete at least one creative task from the choices below which are linked to your current Topic. If you
would prefer to complete a different project, linked to your Topic, which is not on the grid, this is fine too.
This needs to be completed and handed in by 26th June 2024.

I am an Author.
Write a diary entry of a day in the life of an Anglo

Saxon child.

I am a Historian.
I can compare life during Anglo Saxon Britain to what life was

like for Egyptians.

I am a Mathematician.
I can tell the time to 1 minute intervals so that I am

always ready for battle!

I am a Designer.
Design a house fit for an Anglo Saxon person. Think about the

protection they might need from intruders.

I am an Artist.
Create a design like the Bayeux Tapestry which

shows a reenactment of a battle.

I am a Computer Programmer.
Audio Editing - Create a podcast discussing a problem Anglo
Saxon people would have had to combat.

I am a Musician.
Song: We Built This City. Can you write a song and

perform it? Use percussion instruments to make it feel
like battle music.

I am an Athlete.
Create a sport and teach your friends how to play it. Think
about resources they would have had to use.

I am a Scientist.
Explore electricity and sound in your home. Explore how

they travel.

I am a Geographer.
Identify and/or plan a route that the Anglo Saxons took/could

take in order to get to Britain.

Life Skills Tasks
Can you demonstrate the following skills linked to your year group’s curriculum? It would be great

if you could practise these lots at home.
Personal Safety

I can link fire safety in
school with fire safety
at home and know
what to do in case of

fire.

Social & Emotional
I am beginning to use
my body’s physical

responses to situations
to identify how I feel.

Personal Care
I know it is important to

keep clean and I am aware
of how often I should have

a shower/bath.

Understanding the World
I know that MPs are voted

for to represent the
people.


